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CLUB NIGHT
This months club night was a meeting at the Palmerston North Senior Citizens hall
with a talk about how things are/need to change at the club because of the changing
nature of the sport.
Tarquin and Barry gave a talk on what they have been doing in regards to the clubs
Health and Safety policy. Tarquin also talked about the risk assessment that has
done for our field and suggested layouts.
The national president, Jonathan Shorer gave a talk on the dealings that Model
Flying New Zealand has had with Civil Aviation Authority and Des Richards, National
Secretary, talked about dealings with Local authorities Palmerston North Coty
Council and Manawatu District Council as well as also giving some input into the
Health and Safety discussion.
The following links are some that you might find very helpful with the changes within
the club/sport that are being drafted and ratified.
http://www.aeroneers.com/apps/documents/
http://modelflyingnz.org/documents.htm
There will be some things that were discussed at the meeting that are not available
on either of the websites at the time that this newsletter got sent out but please keep
an eye on the site so that when the information does become available you are well
informed.
Other links that could be very useful;
https://www.airshare.co.nz/
https://www.caa.govt.nz/
http://www.pncc.govt.nz/facilitiesandparks/flying-drones-in-parks-and-reserves/
http://www.mdc.govt.nz/Services_Information/General_Inspection/Unmanned_aircraf
t_-_Drones
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FROM OUR MEMBERS
A drone-mounted chainsaw, what could possibly go wrong?
Click on the picture to read the article and watch the video.

-

Bruce Woodfield

Bizarre Aircraft We Love and the
Stories behind Them
It's easy to love these funny-looking planes just for their sheer weirdness. But many
of them were built to prove a point or to advance the science of aerodynamics. In
the gallery of bizarrely shaped aircraft is everything from balance-driven helicopters
to inflatable airplanes, even a cursory tour through the history of aviation reveals
some strange beasts that look little like the jet shape we're all accustomed to.
You have to wonder, why do aircraft designers keep building such far-out flying
machines?
For more information, click on the title. For a video click on the pictures below.
Looking at some of these aircraft, all I have to say is that there have been some
very brave men gone before us.
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Lippisch's Aerodyne

Grumman X-29

NASA AD-1
Vought V-173 "Flying Pancake"

Nemuth Parasol
Sikorsky X-Wing

Scaled Composites Model 281
Proteus
Lockheed Martin P-791
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The Scaled Composites White Knight
Two

Blohm & Voss BV 141

McDonnell XF-85 Goblin

The Pregnant Guppy

Rutan Model 202 Boomerang
H-4 Hercules 2 "Spruce Goose"
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Goodyear Inflatoplane

Douglas XB-42 Mixmaster

Libellula
AeroJelly

North American XF-82

de Lackner HZ-1 Aerocycle

Northrop XB-35

Stipa-Caproni
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Martin XB-51

Avro Canada VZ-9 Avrocar

Douglas X-3 Stiletto

HL-10

Lockheed XFV, "The Salmon

Dornier Do 31

Snecma Flying Coleoptere (C-450)
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Bartini Beriev VVA-14

Beriev Be-200 Seaplane

X-36 Tailless Fighter Agility Research
Aircraft,

XB-70 Valkyrie.

-

Scott B
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HOW TO
Selecting an Electric Power System for your Airplane
by Albert Tejera
Introduction

Most of us once we have experienced the insane power and hassle free cleanliness
of electric power we are convinced that this is the way to go. Ideas start popping into
our heads about converting our favourite kit to electric or scratch building a foam
airplane. Fact is, selecting the proper components will save you money, provide
longer life and provide more enjoyment for your hard earned dollar. It seems that
about 75% of power system failures are caused by exceeding specifications rather
than manufacturing error or defect. It is not surprising since it is new to many of us
and the industry makes it confusing to choose the right motor, prop and battery
combination. Motor specifications are sometimes incomplete.
If you are buying an electric airplane kit or heli then often there is a recommended
power package. This is great when you are getting started and don’t mind letting the
kit manufacturer make those choices for you. Usually these recommended systems
have been tested to make sure they work well. But what happens if you like doing
your own thing, upgrading an old kit, or there is another motor brand on sale, or you
already have the batteries so you don’t need the power bundle.
Bottom line is, what if YOU “want to” or “have to” select the Electric Power System,
what then?...
The purpose here is to lay out the principles for selecting or upgrading a motor in a
step by step fashion.
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Step 1 – Select your Motor – Power is the Key
Those of us that have been in the hobby awhile instinctively want to have glow
engine equivalent. I don’t necessarily think this is always the best way to go because
glow engines vary a lot in power from brand to brand and model to model for the
same size displacement. To make it harder, the Max hp rating of engines are at
unusable RPM’s so what do we do then?
Well one “rule of thumb” (approximation) is that an engine produces about 3HP per
cu inch. This estimate is for an average sport motor. Some high performance
engines produce more power – and some less. But electric motors are not rated in
horse power but rather in watts. Well it conveniently turns out that 1 h.p. = 746 watts.
But this is still a little cumbersome to multiply cubic inch times 3 times 746 watts.
Another quick rule of thumb is to simply multiply engine size (without the decimal
point) by 20 to get watts. This is not an exact science, but it gets you in the ballpark
in a hurry. For example a 40 size engine would be 40X20 or about 800 watts. A 60
size engine will be 60X20 or about 1200 watts.
The above rule of thumb works if you have some idea of the size glow engine you
need, but what if you are scratch building or you have an electric kit that came with a
motor and you do not like the performance you are getting? A better way to figure
out how much power you need is to know your desired weight and the type of flying
you intend to do and use the rule of thumb table below:
Powered Glider / Scale – 50 watts/pound
Trainer – Slow Flyer – 70-90 watts/pound
Fast Warbird / Sport Aerobatic – 90-110 Watts/pound
Advanced Aerobatic – High Speed 110-130 Watts/pound
Light loaded 3D / Racer – 130-150 watts/pound
EDF Jet / Unlimited 3D – 150-200 watts/pound
So using the table above, say you want to find a motor for an Advanced Aerobatic
Airplane whose flying weight was 10 lbs. The table says 110 to 130 watts per pound
so you would multiply that by the 10 lbs to get 1100 to 1300 watt motor.
Now that you know how much power you need you still have to pick out your motor.
Knowing how much power you need makes it so all you have to do is find a motor in
that power class to get the ball rolling.
Out-runners/ In-runners
Okay the first choice you will run up against is choosing between out-runner vs an inrunner. Out-runners have magnets on the outside – the outside can spins around –
they turn slower and can swing larger props. In-runners have spinning magnets on
the inside – the outside is stationary – they turn faster – and require gearing to turn
large props. Today’s out-runners can turn larger props without gears. This makes
them quieter and more maintenance free. In-runners are frequently use for ducted
fan applications because of their high RPM. Look at airplanes in a similar class and
see what power systems they use to help you decide.
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In electric motors the Mass (i.e. the Weight) determines power class. More iron
provides better cooling and allow higher power ratings. Of course wire size and
magnets have a lot to do with it but the more it weights then the more power it can
produce. One of the more important parameters in the motor specification is called
the KV. It is simply how many RPM per volt the motor wants to turn at under no load.
With a prop load your RPM will generally be around 90% of the unloaded RPM. In
general, a motor with a Low KV turns bigger props and prefers more voltage (and
less amps) to produce its power. A motor with a high KV turns a smaller prop faster
and may require less voltage (and more amps) to produce its power.
KV is primarily determined by the size and number of turns of wire. There are other
motor parameters that I discuss on our podcast. Bottom line, within that power class
look for a motor that will turn the size props you want for your style of flying and note
the battery recommendations the motor manufacturer suggests to turn that prop.
Battery weight will be a factor on performance just as much as motor power so
balance your options. Remember more voltage means more cells which generally
mean more weight.
Step 2 – Select your prop
First start by looking at the selected motor specs and see what props they
recommend. If you like to fly fast and don’t care about acceleration, then go with
motors that prefer the smaller diameter props. If you like 3D aerobatics or fly slow
biplanes then go for the larger prop. See what kinds of props other kits like yours
using that motor usually use.
When you think you have the perfect motor and prop then search the internet or the
manufacturers specs for an estimate of how much current you will draw and how
many cells you need for turning that prop on that motor.
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Step 3 – Select your Batteries

Your motor and prop choice will dictate the battery voltage and max current you
need. Your weight limits and flying style will limit your run time. So the goal is to get
the most mah (capacity) you can within your weight budget.
Make sure that the C rating multiplied by the battery capacity yields a number that
exceeds the max current for the prop you have selected. You will usually not be
running at full throttle unless you are a racer. The mah divided by the max current is
your minimum run time expressed in hours.

Step 4 – Select Speed Controller
Picking a speed controller is the easy part now. Simply pick a speed controller with a
high enough current rating to handle your max current rating of your motor. In this
case as well as all the other cases, bigger is better until big gets too heavy. If you are
a competitor you will watch the weight like a hawk and push your equipment to the
limits. Otherwise buy a controller with a little overhead and enjoy reliable operation
even from less expensive controllers.
Many speed controllers have a built in BEC (battery Eliminator Circuit) This circuit
allows you to eliminate the need for an extra battery to power the receiver. It
regulates down the power pack battery to provide 5 to 6 volts for your receiver. Make
sure it can handle the size and number of servos you are using. On bigger airplanes
you may want to or have to use a separate BEC. Usually the weight savings of the
BEC is significant so it is always a good idea to have one.
The price of the speed controller is usually determined by the quality, reliability,
features and warranty. Some feature you may never need unless you fly helicopters
or control line electrics. Do your homework. A low resistance spec of the speed
controller is key to running cool and efficient. You will usually pay more for a speed
controller with a low resistance.
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Step 5 – Test your System

Once you have acquired and assembled your power system together and have it
mounted on your model, the first thing you will want to do is to test and verify that
your system is working properly and within the limits of the components. The
absolute best way to test your system is with a simple watt-meter (like the one built
into the Xtrema charger. Even better is to have the Xtrema charger connected to a
PC with the Xtremalog 13nalyser software. In this way you are free to run your
system up and down while the software records and plots all the numbers for you for
later analysis. All you have to do is connect your watt-meter or 13nalyser system in
between battery and speed controller. Run up your engine and make sure you do not
exceed the max current specification, max speed controller current and power
capacity of motor.
So if your motor says that 80 amps is the most sustained current you should draw
then check to make sure that when you run the motor to full throttle you do not
exceed that amount. If you do, you will overheat the limited component and cause it
to fail. The battery has a maximum too. Remember that is when the capacity is
multiplied by the C rating.
Occasionally you will hear the terms burst or continuous being used to describe
maximum. If you are squeezing every last drop of performance for a competitive
application and you have a strongly disciplined sense of throttle management then
you may push the battery specs to get the smallest size/weight possible. (Generally
heavier batteries handle heavier currents) Pushing the electronics is risky business
so proceed with caution. Here the more expensive speed controllers will have
current limiting and self-protection circuitry to save the day and let you squeeze the
last drop of power from a super light setup.

-

Scott B
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COMBAT
Firstly, apologies from me for forgetting my Assassin. This put a stop to this
discipline as there were only 2 people with them. SPAD however was a different
story. 6 pilots arrived to battle it out in the mean skies above Colyton. I don’t have my
own SPAD but Ladderman kindly donated a plane for me to fly (thanks Ladderman
but somehow I think I might have put you off doing this again in round 3)
Round 1:
3 minute timed flight with 5 planes complete with streamers hanging off them.
Buddha was the only one to manage a cut (extra 50 points) in this round so scored
70 points (20 points for finishing the round included). All other flyers scored the
standard 20 points for finishing the round
Round 2:
Once again all flyers took to the sky except one who pulled a Houdini. We hope to
see him back again and flying SPAD. After Buddhas first round of getting a streamer
cut his motor managed to give up on him so he scored a DNF (did not finish). No
other cuts in this round so all flyers scored 20 points for finishing. Half of the planes
in this round lost their streamers (unfortunately not from them being cut but due to
them ripping off). This makes it even more difficult to chop them when they are only
about 500mm long.
Round 3:
Buddha was unable to recover from the motor troubles that plagued him in round 2
and had a DNS (did not start) for round 3. All planes managed to keep full length
streamers for this round. Tama flying Laddermans spare plane managed to cut
Laddermans streamer on his main plane in the dying minute to take 70 points for the
round. Ladderman may not be lending planes again… It was mentioned that
maybe we make the streamers longer to see if we can cut our own tails due to some
of the tight turns being pulled. After a couple of victory fly buys by some idiot
showing off all planes landed safely ready to go again next month.
A good morning of 3 rounds was had by all. There are some plans in the CD’s head
for making Assassin a bit more exciting, stay tuned and turn up next month with your
Assassin for the next round.
This will be run in conjunction with SPAD. Let’s try and rival the numbers that fly
gliders!
Till next month, keep that throttle stick at full.
Tama.

Pilot

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Total

IT Bruce
Ladderman
Greg
Buddha
Tama
Houdini

20
20
20
70
20
DNS

20
20
20
DNF
20
-

20
20
20
DNS
70
-

60
60
60
70
110
0
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GLIDER
3rd APRIL 2016
Today started with no wind and a dark blanket of light rain, but this cleared by 0900
and a nice NNW wind appeared.
The first round produced a spectacular result with 8 of 12 Flyers scoring within 4
seconds of the 3 minute target, plus landing points.
But the wind strengthened and the lift departed for fairer climes. Only 5 Flyers
managed to stay aloft long enough to approach 4 minutes and landing points
achieved dropped to 50%
Round three, 5 minutes target, was rushed through with two bungees operating, as
the wind strengthened to Gliding limit. The wind caused some Pilots to have trouble
launching and/or staying within the bounds of Modelport. Only Philip managed 5
minutes, in fact exactly 5 minutes, plus landing points.
Congratulations to Philip who scored only 4 seconds off maximum points for 12
minutes of flying plus 3 landings.
Many thank yous to Alvah for again providing his velocipedian retrieval system and
operating it consistently throughout the morning, ably assisted by Greg.

April 3th, 2016
Name

Time
M: :s
Phil Pearpoint 3 2
Peter Vining
3 0
Merv Mathews 3 29
Bruce McKay
2 56
Mike Randell
2 58
Bruce Woodfield 3 0
Alvah Brickhill 3 1
Flemming Ravn 2 57
Bruce Fryer
2 56
Greg Findon
2 49
Brian Dickens
2 35
Bruce Withell
36

Round 1
Time Land
Pts Pts
178 50
180 50
151 50
176 50
178 50
180 50
179 50
177 50
176 0
169 0
155 50
36 50

Ttl
Pts
228
230
201
226
228
230
229
227
176
169
205
86

Time
M: :s
4 2
3 23
3 56
3 50
4 10
2 54
1 30
1 34
3 3
3 50

Round 2
Time Land.
Pts Pts
238 0
203 50
236 50
230 50
230 0
174 0
90 50
94 50
183 0
230 0
0
0

Ttl
Pts
238
253
286
280
230
174
140
144
183
230
0
0

Time
M: :s
5 0
3 25
2 47
2 16
2 10
2 15
2 40
2 32
3 26
2 25
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Round 3
Time Land.
Pts Pts
300 50
205 50
167 0
136 0
130 50
135 50
160 50
152 50
206 0
145 0
0
0

Ttl
Pts
350
255
167
136
180
185
210
202
206
145
0
0

TOTALS
Time Land.Total
Pts Pts Pts Place
716 100 816 1
588 150 738 2
554 100 654 3
542 100 642 4
538 100 638 5
489 100 589 6
429 150 579 7
423 150 573 8
565 0 565 9
544 0 544 10
155 50 205 11
36 50 86 12
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TOMBOY
10th APRIL 2016
Four Flyers showed up to test the ether and their flying skills - Bruce, Flemming,
Philip and Brian.
The weather was very nice with a very light variable wind all morning. There was not
much lift evident when the Tomboys were flown. Brian was not happy with the
power produced by his setup, so we tried several combinations of battery and
propeller. Eventually Brian decided to not compete but to take the scores instead.
The usual three rounds were flown;

April 10th, 2016

Name
Bruce Woodfield
Phil Pearpoint
Flemming Ravn

Rnd 1 Land. Rnd 2 Land. Rnd 3 Land.
Pnts Pnts Pnts Pnts Pnts Pnts
20
5
18
5
20
5
16
5
16
16
5
18
20
18

TOTAL
73
58
56

Ranking
1
2
3

+5 = a landing inside the runway box. These scores show that landing points make
all the difference to a Flyer’s total ☻
Philip’s Tomboy demonstrated superior gliding ability over the other two models,
such that from not much more than half the height climbed by the other two planes,
Philip’s Tomboy was right there at the finish.
Next contest 8 May
LM
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VINTAGE
10th APRIL 2016
The most perfect day for flying saw 8 Vintage flyers compete in this years second
event. Seldom do we have a day so calm with a light cloud cover making model
spotting easy.
A senior moment saw Flemming bringing his TX, fuel etc. but forgetting to bring the
model! That must be a first!! So he flew his electric Tomboy in the Vintage event,
having two perfect flights and dropping only one second on the other, in addition to
gaining all three landing points - a total of 599 out of the possible 600.
Bradley had also scored two perfect flights on his first two rounds so needed another
perfect third flight to head off Flemming. And that is just what he did, in fact the
watch stopped at 3.00.00 right down to the thousands of a second which saw him
score the first possible 600 I can remember.
Brian was again scoring consistent times but was having trouble stopping his model
for the landing points, so spying Bruce Mckay on the edge of the strip he flew his
Junior 60 into Bruce in an apparent effort to stop it! Bruce escaped with no damage
(just a little shock) and the model with minor damage, but sorry Brian, still no landing
points!!
To keep track of Vintage year to date points go to the Club website or click on
Special Interest-Vintage. Scott is doing a great job keeping this up to date.
See you all on MAY 8th for the next Vintage event. Philip.

April 10th, 2016
Name

Time
M: :s
Brad Pearpoint
3 0
Flemming Ravn
2 59
Mike Randell
3 4
Bruce McKay
2 57
Phil Pearpoint
2 43
Brian Dickens
3 9
Bruce Woodfield 2 5
Merv Mathews
2 28

Round 1
Time Land
Pts Pts
180 20
179 20
176 20
177 20
163 20
171 0
125 20
148 0

Ttl
Pts
200
199
196
197
183
171
145
148

Time
M: :s
3 0
3 0
2 53
2 22
2 53
3 3
3 11
2 6

Round 2
Time Land.
Pts Pts
180 20
180 20
173 20
142 20
173 0
177 20
169 0
126 0

Ttl
Pts
200
200
193
162
173
197
169
126

Time
M: :s
3 0
3 0
2 53
2 57
2 45
3 9
3 7
3 8
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Round 3
Time Land.
Pts Pts
180 20
180 20
173 20
177 20
165 20
171 0
173 20
172 20

Ttl
Pts
200
200
193
197
185
171
193
192

TOTALS
Time Land.Total
Pts Pts Pts Place
540 60 600 1
539 60 599 2
522 60 582 3
496 60 556 4
501 40 541 5
519 20 539 6
467 40 507 7
446 20 466 8
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RADIAN
24th APRIL 2016

After sitting down on Saturday night and having a look through the latest Model flying
world magazine and seeing that 10 out of the 12 contestants listed for the N.D.C.
contest in “A.L.E.S. Radian – Class P” were from our club, I headed out to the field
hoping that a few more than the 5 people that had registered via email would turn up
even though the weather did not look that promising.
Sadly, only 4 out of the 5 turned up at the field and no others came to put their name
on the list. With only 4 participating we were able to get the rounds over very quickly
and just after 10 we were all finished and I was off to grab a truck from work to go
and move a container for a mate. Even though I was not flying (because of my
radian still in intensive care) there was still a silver lining. As you can see (by the
lack of red) below, there were no perfect flights which meant I did not have to part
with any hard earnt cash to provide another well-deserved flyer with either a wine or
beer.
On another one of those days that you would think there was not a lot of lift around,
everyone managed to get close to the 7-minute target. In fact, the furthest time from
target was only 19 seconds and everyone landed within the tapes. At the end of the
3 rounds I even heard the club Pres. Say “That session was one of the most
enjoyable Radian days I have had”.

April 24th, 2016
Name
Bruce Fryer
Greg Findon
Bruce McKay
Merv Mathews

Time
M: :s
6 59
6 57
7 1
6 42

Round 1
Time Land
Pts Pts
419 50
417 25
419 25
402 25

Ttl
Pts
469
442
444
427

Time
M: :s
7 6
6 51
6 55
6 41

Round 2
TimeLand.
Pts Pts
414 50
411 50
415 25
401 25

Ttl
Pts
464
461
440
426

Time
M: :s
7 4
7 7
7 0
6 51
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Round 3
TimeLand.
Pts Pts
416 25
413 25
420 25
411 25

Ttl
Pts
441
438
445
436

Time
Pts
1249
1241
1254
1214
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TOTALS
Land. Total
Pts Pts
125 1374
100 1341
75 1329
75 1289

EDITORS NOTES
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of each contributor only.
The Editor and Committee reserve all right in respect of submitted material.
Contributors are reminded that the deadline for publication is the last calendar day of
each month.
Results on the website.
These are under;
Club special interests - (S.I.G.) – results
I put them up as soon as they get sent to me. There is also a “Y.T.D.” (year to date)
sheet so people can keep a track of how they are doing during the year.

This is your paper!
Please keep sending in your articles, without our members input this would just be a
results newsletter. Have your say, send something in.
-

Scott Benjamin

Acknowledgements;
Front cover - aerialwaters.com
Bizarre aircraft - popularmechanics.com , gizmodo.com , wikipedia.org
How to article - tmenet.com
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COMING UP…
Club Events Check: http://www.aeroneers.com/apps/calendar/
May 2016
1st Glider and sport
5th Committee meeting (April)
6th Social drink @ Rose and Crown (map)
8th Tomboy and Vintage
15th Cub and Scale
22ND A.L.E.S. Radian, S.P.A.D. and assassin
26th Club night (TBA)
29th Sport flying
31st INDOOR (map)
June 2016
2nd Committee meeting (May)
3rd Social drink @ Rose and Crown (map)
5th Glider and sport
12th Tomboy and Vintage
19th Cub and Scale
23rd Club night (T.B.A.)
26th A.L.E.S. Radian, S.P.A.D. and assassin
28th INDOOR (map)
30TH Committee meeting
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COMMITTEE
Club hats and shirts are now available; see a committee member for details.

Hat - $15
Shirt - $30

Your typical fisherman “Gilligan” style.
They are 100% Dri-zone polyester, anti-snag and moisture wicking,
UPF rating 50+.
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Club Address:
Club Website:
Club email:

Title

P.O. Box 800, Palmerston North, New Zealand
http://www.aeroneers.com
aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Name

Phone

Email

President

Greg Findon

06 356 1571

president@aeroneers.com

Vice President

Bruce Woodfield

029 357 8039

vicepresident@aeroneers.com

Treasurer

Nigel Langford

06 353 0590

Secretary

Necia Parker

06 354 5972

secretary@aeroneers.com

Club Captain

Peter Vining

027 443 2378

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Webmaster /
Editor

Scott Benjamin

027 248 1971

editor@aeroneers.com

Member

Bruce Fryer

022 1324756

Member

Tama Randell

027 2920363

treasurer@aeroneers.com

Club Subs

Family - $140
Senior - $135

Junior (Under 18) - $40
Associate - $40
Associate flying - $80

Subs are per annum.


Please pay to Nigel Langford & advise him on treasurer@aeroneers.com



or any Committee Member.

The club needs to pay the Insurance Fees to the NZMAA prior to July 1st to ensure
all Club Members are covered by the MFNZ Public Liability Insurance.

You need to be a paid member to fly at the
Club Airfield!
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FINAL APPROACH
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